Cancer and radiotherapy-related fatigue: implications and therapies integratives.
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Abstract

Radiation therapy is a strategy widely used to treat or prevent the onset of tumors located in a particular region of the body, however, depending on the body area affected by cancer, the prescribed dose of ionizing radiation, and the technique used, they may interfere in the beneficial or side effects. Fatigue has been one of the most persistent effect before, during or after cancer treatment, whether caused by the type of treatment, as surgery, chemotherapy and radiation therapy, this may be combined or used alone. Objective was to review the fatigue related to radiotherapy and cancer, as well as the implications and therapeutics used in the treatment of cancer. The search for scientific articles was in PubMed and Scielo database. Our results show that metabolic, nutritional and adaptive changes to treatment and the own cancer affect the therapeutic follow-up and quality of life, but the inclusion of alternative therapies such as acupuncture and physical exercise have attenuated undesirable symptoms. Thus, it is suggested the inclusion of a multidisciplinary approach to cancer treatment. The well targeted cancer treatment will provide the reduction of possible adverse side-effects and with attenuation of fatigue thus favor better quality of life for patients.
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Introduction

The cancer is considered a chronic disease and a major cause of death worldwide and is a serious public health problem. Studies have shown a tendency of exponential growth of this disease in the coming decades. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that by the year 2030, 75 million people will be affected by cancer, 27 million incidence cases and 17 million deaths by cancer in the world [1].

Radiotherapy (RT) is one of the treatment options that can be used alone or adjuvant in cancer [2]. Combinations are varied, can be used before, during or after chemotherapy or surgery. In addition, it may be indicated for prophylaxis, reduction of tumor volume, total cure or to avoid remission. However, fatigue is one of the most prevalent and distressing symptoms reported by cancer patients [3].

Cancer-related fatigue (CRF) is defined by National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) as "a distressing, persistent, subjective sense of physical fatigue, emotional and / or cognitive tiredness or exhaustion related to cancer or cancer treatment that is not proportional to the recent activity and interferes with usual functioning" [4]. Affects a significant number of individuals diagnosed with cancer and according to population, type of treatment and evaluation method, the ratio of affected CRF ranging from 25% to 99%. Of these 30% to 60%, the fatigue is presented moderate to high during the treatment of cancer, although disappears after one year of the end of treatment, there are a portion of the population (1/4) who feel the symptoms of fatigue longer, which comes to overcome the ten years [5].

As a form of treatment for CRF there are two main approaches, pharmacological and other non-pharmacological [1]. Within the pharmacological line there is an attempt to control factors such as elevation of inflammatory cytokines, diabetes mellitus and anemia with positive results. [4]. Also in this line of treatment the use of corticosteroids [6], The psychotropic methylphenidate, both with positive results; On the other side modafinil did not show positive effects in the treatment of symptoms, with results similar to those presented by the control group [6,7]. The second approach is the non-pharmacological treatment, and exercise focused studies to combat fatigue both in adults and in young [8] with positive results in the field [9].

Pathophysiological mechanisms of CRF are not fully known. However, it is proposed that some mechanisms are related to inflammatory aspects; Imbalance of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis; Desynchronization of the circadian rhythm; Musculoskeletal disorder and genetic dysregulation [10-12].
A disease related to these features, is obesity. This has been considered a public health problem[13]. Excessive accumulation can increase levels of inflammation and hormonal changes associated with the development of cancer [13,14]. In addition, overweight and obese patients tend to receive a higher dose of radiotherapy and thereby increase inflammatory levels and CRF. The dose of radiation administered in obese patients may increase the risk of skin burns, as well as increases the chance of cancer recurrence, as well as quality of life is adversely affected during and after treatment [15].

A study of endometrial cancer, showed data that young morbid obese women have an increased risk of toxicity compared to other population. Because the population is expected to avoid adverse side effects of the doses given for tumor control [16]. Therefore, it is necessary to determine methods and techniques of radiotherapy to have correct delivery and lower toxicity results in these patients [17]. Moreover, additional research focusing on quality of life, fatigue by radiotherapy, and problems associated with obesity, medications and comorbidities, and adjunctive therapies are needed to reduce chronic inflammation and abnormal release of cytokines that may contribute to obesity and cancer [14].

Several studies suggest a significant association between inflammation and cancer, wherein chronic inflammation is shown as an epigenetic factors that corroborate the formation and tumor course. According to tumor location and individual factors of the host, inflammation associated with cancer and their role in neoplastic progression are dynamic and variable [18].

Thus, evidence suggests that tumor cells are capable of autoregular the expression of cytokines, chemokines and other mediators to facilitate the recruitment of circulating immune cells and subsequently to contribute to neoplastic progression [19]. In the case of radiotherapy, studies show that radiation may involve the treatment of cancer patients, suggesting the importance of identifying inflammatory mechanisms as potential mediators of radiation-induced fatigue, Since peripheral-induced pro-inflammatory cytokines may produce changes in neural activity in the face of persistent cytokine exposure in the central nervous system which could explain the inflammatory processes in cancer patients and fatigue-related symptoms [20]. In the case of severe fatigue, the inclusion of systemic markers of inflammatory activity may indicate changes following treatment, as the quality of life of patients undergoing radiation oncology may be affected during and after treatment [19, 20].

Amongst other cancer events, especially in the advanced stage, there is a reduction in the appetite and alteration of the patient's metabolism associated with the release of pro-inflammatory factors by the host and other catabolic factors generated by the tumor, leading to anorexia-cachexia syndrome (ACS), observed by response to chronic inflammation, depletion of essential amino acids and negative nitrogen balance and lipolysis [21,22]. The immune system is capable of modulating the expression of damage induced by radiation and radiation-induced tumor tissue [2], that is, it can influence the cure of the disease, as stimulating side effect of the short or long term radiotherapy.

Thus, it may increase the effect of fatigue, which may be primary when triggered by cancer in response to persistent proinflammatory cytokines, as well as secondary to medications and comorbidities such as anemia, cachexia, pain, infections, metabolic and endocrine disorders and sedentary lifestyle. ACS is intensified by changes in nutrient metabolism, hormonal changes, and increased circulating cytokines. Changes in the perception of taste and smell occurred with tumor progression and cancer treatment also contributes to anorexia, and consequently with the ACS [23].

However, considering the CRF a subjective symptom, it can be assessed by self report instruments, among others. Moreover, CRF should be recognized, measured, documented and managed according to clinical practice guidelines, among all age groups and for all stages of cancer disease, the initial queries and at regular intervals (during and after cancer treatment including the terminal illness period), and when clinically indicated [24].

In addition to detailed CRF investigation (onset, duration, temporal variation, worsening and relief factors, functional impact), appropriate evaluation should also consider cancer diagnosis, disease status (recurrence and progression), and related treatments (pharmacological and nonpharmacological). Rarely isolated, the CRF is associated with other symptoms - multiple - which vary depending on the diagnosis, treatment and disease stage [24].

For this reason, it should be performed extensive review of systems; Sizing of social support and economic status of the individual; as well as research potentially treatable factors such as pain; emotional distress (anxiety and depression); anemia; sleep disorders; nutritional deficits; functional status; pharmacological interactions and side effects of drugs; and comorbidities [24].

Interventions are based on educational counseling of individuals with cancer disease and their families, with strategies to identify and monitor the CRF; adequacy of expectations and establishing priorities, through adjustments in the pace of life, activity schedules, delegation of tasks and postponement of those non-essential; energy conservation techniques, through the use of assistive devices [24- 26].

Furthermore, psychological support, through cognitive behavioral therapy relaxation strategies, guidance on naps <1 hour and "hygiene" of the environment not to interfere with the quality of nighttime sleep; Educational and support psychotherapy (group therapy, counseling, orientation on leisure activities and use of distractors, maintenance of social support), and nutritional, with adequate hydration and electrolyte balance, are fundamental [24-26].

**Therapy of Fatigue in Cancer**

Quality of life is a thoroughly studied concept that integrates different areas of knowledge. This concept has been applied systematically since the 70's in the health Field [27]. A focus
on quality of life is the importance invested in prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, thus needing to verify the subjective perceptions of patients with chronic diseases. However, the concept does not always include which often refers to the term as a synonym for improving the health status of the patient [28].

The choice of treatment can influence the response of quality of life and health of the patient with cancer. However, the advanced stage requires more severe clinical measures to extend life expectancy [29]. The need to evaluate the health condition of the patients, aims to optimize resources for the different cultural aspects, influencing the therapeutic decision. The multidisciplinary approach of different teams on a subject as complex as the subjective perception of health during and after treatment, has been an effective output in fighting cancer [30].

Acupuncture is one of the complementary therapies that have been used to increase the immune system and alleviate the side effects, increasing the tolerability to conventional cancer treatment [31-32]. Acupuncture is an ancient science which aims to promote circulation and energy release aimed at healing and / or prevention of diseases and the overall balance in the body by applying stimuli through the skin by inserting needles at specific points, called acupoints [33]. Some of the mechanisms of action after insertion of the needle and the generation of "Qi" is the release of beta-endorphins in the spine and supraspinatus, neuropeptides proinflammatory and increased peripheral circulation. [34-36].

There is evidence that acupuncture can be an alternative in reducing cancer-related symptoms commonly seen in patients undergoing radiation therapy. Studies have shown that acupuncture reduces fatigue [37], nausea [38], xerostomia [39], pain [40], dysphagia [41] and anorexia [42], and increase feeding capacity [43] and quality of life [39] of cancer patients undergoing to radiotherapy.

All studies were randomized, placebo controlled group. Specifically with respect to fatigue, acupuncture's performance in all the other symptoms mentioned above, by itself, softens it. In the study by Balk et al [37], Acupuncture was performed once or twice a week for four weeks. However, additional studies are needed to explain the mechanisms responsible for these effects [44,45].

Although these studies scientifically evidence the possible benefits of acupuncture to minimize the adverse effects of the treatment in several types of cancer with radiotherapy in patients, [46], Mainly in relation to fatigue, acupuncture has been used by only 5% to 10% of cancer patients [47]. Possibly, according to studies with systematic reviews and meta-analyses on various symptoms of cancer, interventions are still heterogeneous. [44,45].

The World Health Organization [48] emphasizes the equal importance in promoting palliative care for cancer patients, being one of the four integrative treatment planning the key posts of the World Health Organization for cancer patients.

Since cancer is associated with the decline of vital functions, and thus the loss of lean mass, which tends to worsen with progression of the disease, affecting the quality of life and reducing the efficiency of medical treatment [49], research has been developed with application of physical exercise, acting in concomitance to the treatment in the improvement of functional parameters of the metabolism that integrate part of the quality of life [50].

Thus, as a treatment strategy, physical exercise has shown positive results for health. The assessment of well-being, achieved through quality of life questionnaires shows that even in individuals affected by an advanced stage of cancer, submit it to resistance exercise can be interesting and efficient for the maintenance of lean body mass, corroborating health parameters and quality of life of affected patients with cancer[51,52].

**Physical Exercise, Cancer and Fatigue**

Cancer treatments are used for the purpose of curing or even prolonging the lives of these patients [53]. One of the modalities for the treatment of cancer is the radiotherapy, which is commonly used in the attempt to attack the cancerous cells and at the same time end up also affecting healthy cells [54].

However, treatment with radiation therapy induces some adverse effects, such as fatigue, which negatively affect the functional capacity and quality of life of these people [55]. Radiation-related fatigue is a serious clinical problem, and its cause is multifactorial, in which several mechanisms have been proposed, including genetic, inflammatory, immunological, psychological, hormonal factors and hemoglobin levels [3,56-60]. All of these etiological factors in fatigue related to radiotherapy play relevant roles in impairment of oxygen delivery, weight loss and appetite [61] and neuromuscular fatigue [62]. As well as, low levels of physical activity, mass and muscle strength can cooperate for fatigue [63].

On the other side, chronically aerobic and strength exercise physical is an interesting tool in combating physical fatigue, increases cardiorespiratory fitness and muscle strength in patients treated with breast cancer [64]. Physical exercise plays an important role in the etiological factors involved in fatigue it is known that physical exercise chronically improves inflammatory, immunological, cardiovascular, anthropometric parameters in people with cancer [65-69], and there seems to be a direct relationship with adherence to physical exercise [66].

In addition, it has been reported that these patients have low levels of cardiorespiratory fitness and muscular strength, which partially explains fatigue related to radiotherapy [70]. Therefore, combined exercise training (aerobic + strength) can be used to improve oxygen consumption (VO2), reduce body adiposity, increase mass and strength muscular [68,71].

In this sense, the association of aerobic training with strength training is an interesting tool that, through action in several physiological pathways, attenuates the disorders caused by fatigue related to radiotherapy, improving the quality of life of
these patients [69]. However, future studies with the objective of evaluating other modalities of exercise, intensity, duration are necessary, as well as the influence of physical exercise on fatigue related to radiotherapy of several types of cancers.

**Final Considerations**

Given the evident economic impact of disability related to CRF, diagnosed individuals should be promptly referred to specialists in physical rehabilitation, such as physical educators, physiatrists, physiotherapists and occupational therapists, aiming to maintain an optimal functional level [24]. Therefore, an individualized exercise program should be established, combining aerobic and resistance activities, together with those that promote relaxation (acupuncture; yoga, massage) [72-74].

In addition, the pharmacological aspect, medical interventions aimed at CRF should consider prescribing psychostimulants and treatment of pain, emotional distress; anemia and optimize the treatment of sleep disorders, nutritional and associated comorbidities. However, it is essential that Health Professional, consider aspects related to metastases, especially bone; thrombocytopenia; neutropenia; anemia; fever; active infection [24].

Thus, is suggested that the joint action of multidisciplinary facilitate the association of various pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions as adjuvants in the impact of CRF, which will be positive during and after cancer treatment, allowing improving the quality of life of cancer patients.
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